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North, South, East and West 
Amateurs and Experts Hit the Trail 

ED. NOTE. There are times that try mens y 11 1981 
souls, and certainly none is more trying than e owstone 
clambering up or down a mountainside in 
the dark, never having camped out before. 
In order to forewarn (and amuse) other 
would-be hikers, especially those who wander 
up to Vermont from the city in search of a 
bit of solz"tude, we offer the following 
chronicle from Michael N. Landis, an 
''administrative omhudsman for older, non
traditional studeniJ according to his own 
account, at the University of Massachusetts 
in Amherst. Mr. Landis and a cab-dn"ver 
fn"end from New York City arn"ved in rustz"c 
Vermont and, rather t/Jan bed down with 
what they considered too many other human 
beings at Lake Elmore, set off the evening 
of August 8 in search of Ritterbush Camp. 
All we can say is, at least it wasn't October . .. 

Suddenly, I remembered another hike 
mentioned in the Fifty Hikes in Vermont 
book. I seemed to remember that some
where along the route of the hike to Devil's 
Gulch there was a rustic camp - Ritterbush 
Camp-which I thought was located not 
more than a fifteen minutes' stroll from the 
point on Vermont Route 118 between Eden 
and Belivedere Corners where the Long 
Trail crosses the highway. 

We arrived at the point where the Long 
Trail intersects VT 118 around 7 :45 p.m. 
We entered the Long Trail on the south 
side of the highway around 8 p.m. and, 
amid the growing gloom, supplemented by 
wet and foggy mists, made our way at first 
generally upward. In the deepening twilight, 
it became increasingly difficult to discern 
the white blazes. I kept expecting the Ritter
bush Camp to appear just ahead- but 
instead of appearing, everything started 
ooappearing as darkness descended over the 
forest. Finally, we reached a downslope. 
By this time utter darkness had descended 

Continued on page 10 

A POTPOURRI OF MEMORIES 

In my efforts in preparing this article for 
the Long Trail News I wrote to all the GMC 
participants and asked for contributions. I 
have tried to limit my writing to outlining 
the trip and maintaining continuity in the 
text - Keith Edson 

Continued on page 11 

Vandalism at Taylor Lodge, see story on page 5 
(Photo by Jacqui Sulek) 

THE LONG TRAIL: 
END-TO-END IN A DAY AND 

AHALF 
By Dick Donahue 

Editors Note: The following story by Mr. 
Dick Donahue of Orlando, Flon"da im
pressed all of us who read it as a thoughtful 
and articulate account of a hike on the LT, 
albeit not as successful as Mr. Donahue 
would have lz"ked. The account is too 
lengthy to include in one issue of the L TN, 
so it wz1l be continued next time. Hope
fully, readers wz1l den"ve some vican"ous 
pleasure from this highly detailed story, 
while looking forward to hiking weather 
which seems to be very, very far off indeed! 

Some may be amazed at this apparently 
impossible feat, so perhaps, an explanation 
of terms may be in order. When told of 
my planned backpacking trip, friends and 
relatives asked for some indication of where 
the Long Trail was. I told them it extended 
from the Vt.-Mass. border to the Vt.
Canada border, some 263 miles, along the 
crest of the Green Mountains and that the 
ends were in the vicinity of North Adams 
and Williamstown, Mass. and Richford and 
North Troy, Vt. Since I started at Williams
town and finished at North Adams there 
may be those who would split hairs and say, 
"that's not end-to-end". I am willing to 
debate the issue but in fairness will state 
my position before any discussion. "I started 
and finished at the same end. So what? Is 
that not end-to-end?" 

How It Started .•. 

In June of 1980 my granddaughter, April 
aged 11, and I went to Vermont to take 
part in my 50th High School Reunion at 
Jericho Center. After the festivities were over 

Continued on page 13 
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SECOND LONG TRAIL WALK
THROUGH SCHEDULED FOR 

THIS SPRING 

Following the successful 50th Anni
versary effort of last year, a Walk
Through of the complete Long Trail 
is planned again for this year. 

As proposed by the Club's Trails 
& Shelters Committee last year, the 
Walk-Through has three purposes: to 
do basic clearing of the Trail, es
pecially removal of blow downs and 
clean-up of litter; to inventory trail 
and shelter conditions, noting in par
ticular any problems or improvements 
which need more extended work ef
forts; and generally to promote trail 
maintenance efforts by volunteers. 

Committee member, Smith Ed
wards of Duxbury will again coordi
nate the project. He will be sending 
Section officers word of the planned 
Walk-Through and urging their parti
cipation so that by June 15th basic 
clearing and inspection of the entire 
trail will have been completed. 

Edwards hopes for greater volunteer 
help from at-large members and others 
for coverage of sections of the Long 
Trail which are not a section re
sponsibility. Those interested should 
contact Edwards advising what stretch 
of the L. T. they would like to cover, 
or with a request for a stretch of trail 
which Edwards would he happy to 
assign. 

Contact him care of the Club offi"ce, 
P. 0. Box 889, Montpelier, Vt. 05602, 
or by phone at his home evenings 
5:30 to 6:30 PM 802-244-8636 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

TO: GMC VOLUNTEERS AND STAFF 

I would like to express my appreciation 
to the Club for its new Adopt-A-Privy 
program. Harry Peet and Ben Davis are to 
be commended for their imagination and 
foresight. This program will place the Green 
Mountain Club in a leadership position. 
The pilot program crew consisting of David 
Morse and Fred Osborne is breaking new 
ground; their interest and diligence should 
serve as an example to other potential 
volunteers. Maintaining a compost system at 
a shelter site is an ideal way for volunteers 
to have a lasting, beneficial impact on the 
trail-shelter system. The Dispersed Recrea
tion Research Project will gladly assist any 
group in the East in the set-up of similar 
operations. 

R.E. Leonard 
Project Leader, NE-1903 

U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Forest Service 

STATE OF VERMONT 

AGENCY OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSERVATION 

RUTLAND, VERMONT 05701-0129 

Dear Paul, 
I think it is very worthy to mention the 

fine work Walter C. Scott has done in and 
around Cooper Lodge on Killington Moun
tain. 

As you know, for the last few years 
there has not been a full time caretaker at 
Cooper and Mr. Scott has more or less 
adopted it. "Churchill" as we call him, has 
worked several years for us as fire dis
patcher lookout on the Killington fire tower. 
His frequent visits to Cooper, checking camp 
fires, picking up trash, replacing registers 
and other things have made Cooper Lodge 
a much more pleasant place for hikers to 
stay, after a long day on the trail. 

This not only benefits the Killington sec
tion, but the Forests and Parks Department 
as well. So we say, "Thank you for making 
Cooper a better place for all of us." 

John Barrows 
District Supervisor 

Forest Resources Protection 

SW AP AND TAG SALE 

What better time to give your pack or 
bottom bureau drawer a spring cleaning 
and to sell or swap extra hiking gear (or 
buy or swap missing items)? A table will 
be available at the annual meeting to 
display your extra gear and supplies and 
to see those of others. Please be sure to 
identify your items with your name and 
price or proposed swap. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

On January 17, 1982, at a meeting of the 
Club's Board of Directors held at the Putney 
Inn in Putney, Vermont, the following 
actions were undertaken: 
1. In anticipation of a projected $5,000 + 

budget surplus for the current fiscal year, 
the Board approved action to disburse 
this surplus as follows: 
a. $500 to be transferred to the Truck 

Reserve. 
b. $2,300 to be used to pre-pay the Club's 

insurance bills for fiscal year 1982-1983. 
c. The remainder to be transferred to the 

Shelter Reserve. 
2. A Nominating Committee of Thomas 

Pressly, Chairman: Coralie Magoon; and 
Andrew Nuquist was appointed and ap
proved. 

3. The GMC Bylaws were amended by 
deleting the Caretaker and Ranger Pro
grams Committee from the list of standing 
committees. As noted in the November 
issue of the Long Trail News, jurisdiction 
for the caretaker and ranger programs has 
been transferred to the Trails & Shelters 
Committee. 

4. Executive Director Harry Peet was in
structed to undertake a thorough investi
gation of the feasibility of converting the 
former Wade auction building into GMC
operated information center and store for 
hikers. 

5. The Board voted not to engage the ser
vices of a publishers' representative to sell 
olll' guide books, but left open the possi
bility that such a move might be re
considered under more favorable circum
stances. 

6. An ad-hoc Clubwide Activities Commit
tee, to be appointed by the President, 
was approved. This committee would co
ordinate and assist in the planning of all 
Club-wide activities such as the Annual 
Meeting, Intersectional, Autumn Outing, 
Winter Outing, and Excursion. 

A proposal to amend the Bylaws by 
adding the Cll).bwide Activities Com
mittee to the list of standing committees 
will be acted upon at the next meeting 
nf the Board of Directors. 

7. A U.S. Forest Service draft environmental 
assessment pertaining to oil and gas 
leasing on the Green Mountain National 
Forest was reviewed and discussed. A 
GMC response to this draft, to be pre
pared by Executive Director Harry Peet, 
will indicate GMC support of the Forest 
Supervisor's decision to allow Zone 
Leasing on the GMNF, and will urge 
establishment of a No Surface Occupancy 
Zone corridor to protect the Long Trail 
and Appalachian Trail. More informa
tion about oil and gas leasing, and its 
potential impacts on the Long Trail, 
will appear in future issues of the L TN. 

8. March 20, 1982 was set as the date of 
the next Board of Directors meeting. 

9. May 29, 1982 was confirmed as the date 
for the Club's Annual Meeting. 
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Marie Cahill (Montreal) and Cleo Billin~ (LTP, at right) saw a log for we as a puncheon (Photo by 
Robert Batt) 

A COOPERATIVE EFFORT 

By Robert Batt 

From July 4 to 12, 1981, members of 
the Montreal Section cooperated with the 
Long Trail Patrol in a week of trail and 
shelter maintenance. The months of plan
ning paid off as much trail work was ac
complished. Principal organizers John Ger
man and Robert Batt conceived the idea of 
a Montreal Section trail crew last winter, 
having as its main focus a "work week" in 
July. Executive Director Harry Peet was kind 
enough to arrange for the L TP to be on 
the Montreal Section at the same time, for 
the dual purpose of trail maintenance and 
instructing the Section members in same. 
The L TP members present from Monday 
to Friday were Crew Boss Dean Tucker with 
Charlotte Beam, Cleo Billings, and Judith 
Peach. Section members present for most of 
the period were Robert Batt and Marie 
Cahill, with paid crew member Karen 
O'Neill. Participating for part of the perio~ 
were Section members Mark German, Kan 
Orchard, Irv Ellenbogen, Nora Gaskin and 
her friend Jo-Ann Boville. Present in spirit 
but not body was John German, who un
fortunately became ill just before work was 
to begin. 

On Monday the L TP showed us water
bar construction techniques on the LT near 
Tillotson Camp: two waterbars were cleaned 
and improved and one new one was built. 
On Tuesday the south side of Belvidere 
Mtn. was the site of joint activity as we 
cleaned waterbars, improved drainage, and 
pruned part of the LT. On both Wednes
day and Thursday we split up into small 
groups, primarily to do drainage and clear-
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ing work on the LT. The L TP gave us a 
practical les.5<>n in all stages of puncheon 
consti;uction on Friday: choosing the right 
tree, felling it, flattening one side of. it, 
putting in the ~o base l?gs . after p~l~g 
them and the stnnger, puttmg m and spiking 
the stringer into the base logs. We put two 
puncheon down on the south side of Hay
stack Mtn. in two wet areas which could 
not be rocked in. (The L TP prefers rock 
work to puncheon because rocks are more 
natural and will last longer.) 

Other valuable work done by Section 
members included: re-blazing parts of the 
LT and Frank Post Trail, blowdown clear
ing, installation of a new plexiglass window 
in Tillotson Camp, installation of bug net
ting on Tillotson Camp and the outhouse, 
and erecting signs at Tillotson Camp identi
fying the cabin, the six tentsites, and the 
water locations at Tillotson Camp and on 
the LT. 

The positive results of this July effort are 
not merely improved trail and shelter condi
tions on the Montreal Section of the LT, 
but also the acquisition by members of the 
Montreal Section of important trail main
tenance skills, learned on "our own turl" 
so to speak. A spirit of cooperation between 
the L TP and the Sections can only mean 
a higher and more uniform standard of trail 
maintenance. Based on our experience, we 
encourage all Sections to consider contacting 
Harry Peet with a view towards joint main
tenance efforts involving the L TP and each 
Section's trail crew. 

THE CONSIDERATE HIKER ... 
. walks only on established trails in high 

elevation areas so as to protect rare and 
fragile flora growing there; if no trails, then 
walks on rocks as much as possible. 

ADOPT-A-SHELTER NEWS 

NOW is the time to renew our enthusiasm 
and interest in the Long Trail and specifi
cally the Adopt-a-Shelter program! January 
1st was the termination of all 1981 shelter 
agreements except for those that have al
ready requested agreements for 1982. 
(ARTICLE #3-Adopt-a-Sbelter Agreement 
- Adoptions will be on a yearly basis with 
first choice preferences for previous adopters 
All preferences will terminate on April 
1st so please get your request in if possible 
before that date). 

Anyone interested in the volunteer adop
tion of a specific camp, shelter or area, 
should also make their request as soon as 
possible as these will be honored on a first 
come basis. 

For the past three years or since the 
adopt-a-shelter program was re-activated it 
does get better each year and we do hope 
that 1982 will see increased popularity and 
growth. We have a very high calibre, dedi
cated group of people as shelter adopters 
and would also like this to continue. 

Any interest or shelter request information 
should be mailed when possible to the pro
gram directors home address, as it causes 
a delay and expense of remailing when £t 
goes to the GMC offt"ce in Montpet£er. 
The address is: Herbert W. Reed, R.F.D. 
#2, Fairfax Rd., St. Albans, Vt. 05478. 

SPRING HIKING DISCOURAGED 

GMC'ers are reminded that the Club 
now officially discourages hiking on the 
Long Trail in the early spring or "mud 
season," particularly on the higher ele
vations of the Trail system. The reason 
is that hikers' boots can do much more 
damage to wet and muddy trails than is 
the case when the trails are dry and, as 
a result, more stable. 

ln adopting this policy in March, 1977 
the Club's board of directors (then trustees) 
noted that the period of snow melt and 
muddy trails varies considerably the length 
of the LT, depending on altitude, how far 
north or south, and how much winter 
snowfall and spring rainfall there has 
been for a particular area. Thus the board 
did not set a specific range of dates to 
designate the mud season period but in
stead asked hikers to exercise good judg
ment in assessing the condition of a 
particular stretch of trail they are think
ing of hiking in the early spring - and 
not doing so when muddy conditions pre
vail. 
~ially susceptible to damage during 

the thaw period - and lasting later into 
the spring - is the fragile arctic tundra 
growth on the summit areas of Mt. Mans
field and Camel's Hwnp. 
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AT Land Acquisition 
Funds Cut to Very 

Low Level 
Those readers who have been following 

the federal government's fund appropria 
tions process as it relates to the LT I AT 
land acquisition proposals were undoubtedly 
disturbed by the results of two significant 
votes relating to FY'82 appropriations. T he 
first of these votes occurred on October 
28, 1981 when the Senate approved the 
FY'82 Interior Appropriations bill by a 
margin of 86-6. This bill included $10.2 
million for A.T. land acquisition, or $8 
million for the National Park Service and 
$2.2 million for the U.S. Forest Service. 

The second vote occurred on November 
4, 1981 in an Interior Appropriations Con
ference Committee, composed of members 
of the House and Senate Interior sub
committees. The Conference Committee met 
in order to reconcile differences between 
the House and Senate Interior Appropria
tions bills. In the case of the A.T ., al
though both bodies had agreed on a $2.2 
million level of funding for the USFS, the 
House had recommended only $5 million 
for the NPS, while the Senate had recom
mended $8 million. 

Unexpected Reduction 

Action You Can Take 

Please write your senators and representa
tives as soon as possible. Advise them of 
the outcome of the Interior Appropriations 
Conference Committee vote and empha
size that the Conference level ($2.8 million) 
was well below both the House ($5 million) 
and Senate ($8 million) levels. If there are 
active negotiations for NPS A. T . land ac· 
quisition in your area, cite some examples
in all likelihood most of these lands will 
not be purchased in FY'82 due to inade
quate funding. Finally , urge your senators 
and representatives to express their concern 
and yours to the chairmrn of the House 
and Senate Interior appropriations subconi
mittees. 

The FY'82 appropnatmns process has 
been long and tedious. The cycle began 
with a recommendation of $20 million 
from the previous Administration and as 
then threatened with zero funding by the 
current Administration . Through hard ef
fort we recovered to modest funding recom
mendations in both the House and the 
Senate. And now, in a last minute and 

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES 

Applications for Ranger-Naturalist, 
Caretaker, and Long Trail Patrol posi
tions are now being accepted . T hese jobs 
offer an opportunity to spend the swnmer 
and fall on the Long T rail while helping 
to maintain and preserve it . All involve 
extended outdoor activity and heavy 
labor, particularly the Long Trail Patrol. 

Applicants should be at least 16 years 
old and in good health. Previous trail 
construction or maintenance experience is 
certainly helpful but is not a pre
requisite. Requests for application forms 
should be sent to the Club office in 
Montpelier. A ppli'cation deadlz'ne is 
March 12. 

ANNUAL SOLICITATION OF 
MEMBERSHIP APPROACHES $10,000 

Six years ago, when attempts by the Club 
arbitrary decision, these levels have been to overcome the budgetary problems asso-
substantially reduced by the Conference ciated with rampant inflation proved only 
Committee. Please let your congressmen partially successful, additional funds were 
know how you feel and help us to dis- sought by appealing to the membership. 
courage such reductions next year. T he The response to that first solicitation ex
A. T. protection program can not survive a ceeded all expectations. 
second year of in adequate funding in FY'BS · Inflation has continued to plague Club 

finances, and that first appeal has become 
(Contributed by R oger Sternburg, Appala- an annual solicitation for funds above and 

Ordinarily, the Conference Committee chian Trail Conf erence. Further develop- beyond membership dues. Each year 
ments will be reported as they occur.) would establish a compromise level some- GMCers have contributed generously. Each 

where between the House and Senate levels , year, income from this solicitation has not 
or $5-8 million for NPS A.T. land ac- only increased, but increased significantly. 
quisition. However, in a highly unusual And each year this gratifying response has 
action, the Conference Committee recom- .-----------------... played an important role in balancing the 
mended a level well below either the House Club Budget. 
or Senate level, or only $2.8 million for Dwing the GMC's 1980-1981 fiscal year, 
FY'82 NPS A. T. land acquisition. income from the Annual Solicitation totalled 

This $2. 8 million level is a very dis- $8, 97 2. Those of us who were very pleasantly 
appointing appropriation for the NPS A.T. surprised by that response had an even big-
program, particularly in view of the com- ger surprise coming ........ 
plexity of Trail acquisitions. Considering So far this fiscal year Club members 
that many pre-acquisition costs, including have responded to the Annual Solicitation 
survey, appraisal, and title research costs, by contributing $9,8651 Nearly 600 separate 
must also be funded from this level, very END OF THE TRAIL donations account for more than a third of 
little money will remain for actual land ~e total Club membership. 
acquisition in a year when there might other- The GMC office was saddened to hear of How significant is this income? In com-
Wise have been purchased a large number of the death of Mauri Wintturi on January parison, Caretaker Program expenses for 
land parcels. In order to complete the A.T. 18th. Mauri was a loyal and devoted mem- the current fiscal year - salaries, tools, 
program, an estimated $25-30 million will ber not only of the GMC but of the entire equipment, insurance, and supervision for 
be required for land acquisition . trail community• and he will certainly be fourteen caretaker locations - will total 

Although it does not appear that the Con- missed. There will be a tribute to Mauri approximately $6,500. The Club's office 
ference Committee recommendation can be in the May LTN. costs - including rent, telephone, postage, 
reversed at this point, it is nevertheless supplies, printing, photocopying, and com-
important that the chairmen of the House puter services · will total approximately 
and Senate Interior appropriations subcom- $10,000. Without the Annual Solicitation 
mittees are made aware of disappointment last year's surplus, and this year's projected 
over the appropriation. If they succeed in surplus, would both be deficits. 
reducing funding below the levels that were Space does not permit a listing of all 
adopted earlier in both houses without those members who have contributed in 
receiving any negative feedback from their fiscal year 1981-1982. To each and every 
coUeagues, they may be tempted to cut A.T. one of these members the Club extends its 
funding again in future years. deepest thanks and appreciation! 
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Shelter Vandalism a O>ntinuing Problem 
TAYLOR LODGE LATEST VICTIM 

November 23, 1981 started out a normal 
Monday morning at the GMC office, and 
there was no reason to believe the day 
would be anything more than "business as 
usual." Until the telephone rang. The caller 
was George Plumb, GMC Director and 
Director of Recreation for Vermont's Agency 
of Environmental Conservation, and George 
had some disturbing news to relay. On 
Sunday (Nov. 22), Canute Dalmasse and 
another agency employee were hunting in 
the Nebraska Notch area. When they came 
upon Taylor Lodge, it was immediately 
apparent the lodge had fallen victim to some 
very, very recent vandalism. 

Evidently, several overnight campers de
cided they needed the warmth, comfort, 
and whatever that only a fire can provide. 
So ..... they first pulled the wire mesh off 
the front porch, folded it several times to 
form a mat, placed it on the floor of the 
enclosed portion of the lodge, and then 
proceeded to build a fire on top of it. 
The. reasoning for this action, or more 
p~ec1sely t?e lack of reasoning, is inex
plicable: did they really think wire mesh 
would keep hot coals from dropping to the 
lodge floor? For firewood they used boards 
torn from the tables, benches, bunks, and 
ladders. The fire DID burn through the 
floor of the lodge, and through the joist 
underneath. 

When Canute Dalmasse and friend came 
~pon the scene the fire was out. But melt
mg snow from the fire's heat was still 
dripping from Taylor's roof. And several 
sets of footprints headed away from the 
lodge toward Stevensville. 

The damage to Taylor Lodge could have 
?een m~1ch worse: What damage was done 
IS certainly repauable - but not without 
an investment in time, effort, and funds 
by the Burlington Section. 

Unfortunately, such "investments" by 
Club Sections have become more and more 
frequent in the last several years as in
cidences of winter vandalism to LT shelters 
and. outhousi;s have increased. Certainly, 
~~ mcrease m the amount of winter ac
t1~ty on the Long Trail has been recog
ruzed by the Club, and the informational 
pamphlet Winter Trail Use in the Green 
Mountains was published two years ago as a 
first step toward educating winter users. 
B~t something more is needed; too many 
Wl~fonned and ill-prepared people are 
taking to the Trail during the-winter months. 
And the Club is paying the price of their 
lack of preparedness. 

This situation is identical to what we 
experi~nced .in the late sixties and early 
seventies dunng the summer hiking season. 
More and more people took up hiking and 
backpacking and, because many of them 
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were uninformed and ill-prepared, shelter 
abuse became commonplace. The Club 
successfully responded to that challenge with 
the Caretaker and Adopt-A-Shelter Pro
grams . 

. I am not suggesting the GMC begin a 
wmter caretaker program. However, we do 
need to increase our winter monitoring of 
the Long Trail and its shelters - by what
eve~ m~ans. And I urge each Club Section 
to institute regular checks of its shelters 
particularly on weekends, during winte; 
months. 

We all know how much regular mainte
nan~e is needed on the LT every year. 
Blazmg, brushing, blowdown removal 
cleaning waterbars, and normal shelter up'. 
keep all are necessary. The Club can not 
~ord to take time away from these activi
ties '.lt the start of every hiking season to 
repau the abuses of the previous winter. 
It's time we eliminated these abuses. 

AT-LARGE NEWS & VIEWS 

"Shelter vandalism - a perpetual problem" 

By Keith EdBon 

Th~ Green I\;t:ountain Club has a problem 
to which there is no apparent solution - ig
norant abuse and destruction of Long Trail 
shelters. 
V~dalism per se is probably not a major 

portion of the damage to our shelters since 
the perpetrators, '.llthough they willfully de
stroy the properties, do have an intention 
?ehind their actions. I would speculate that 
m i;iver seventy-five percent of the cases of 
ma1or damage to shelters the guilty parties 
are obtaining readily available firewood. 
Outhouses and picnic tables are always pri
mary targets. Even though the intent is more 

Continued on page 14 
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End-to-End Hikers, 1981 
This 
Year 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
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To Date 
1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 
1225 
1226 
1227 
1228 
1229 
1230 
1231 
1232 
1233 
1234 
1235 
1236 
1237 
1238 
1239 
1240 
1241 
1242 
1243 
1244 
1245 
1246 
1247 
1248 
1249 
1250 
1251 
1252 
1253 
1254 
1255 
1256 
1257 
1258 
1259 
1260 
1261 
1262 
1263 
1264 
1265 
1266 
1267 
1268 
1269 
1270 
1271 
1272 
1273 

Name, Residence 
Marvin Berman, Mt. Vernon, NY 
James D. Bloom, Highland Park, NJ 
Michael J. Madden, Arlington Heights, IL 
John H. Swanson, Bloomfield, NJ 
Jeff Manas, Woodbury, NY 
Laura Rosenthal, Westmount, Quebec, Canada 
Billy Coppersmith, Englewood, NJ 
David Corkett, Richmond Hill, NY 
Scott Dinhofer, Jericho, NY 
Gillian Earnest, New York, NY 
Tom Gardner, New York, NY 
Aaron Hendon, Roslyn Harbor, NY 
Andy Lynch, New York, NY 
G. Ernest Anderson, Jr., Amherst, MA 
John D. Elliott, Putney, VT 
Serena Sendek, New York, NY 
Mark Koumans, Concord, NH 
Ralph W. Moses, Haverhill, MA 
Marc Sweener, Stephentown, NY 
Tom Chisholm, Cataumet, MA 
Chris Miller, Peru, VT 
Robert E. Livezey, Fort Washington, MD 
Janet Williams, Harrisonburg, VA 
Vik Boyers, Harrisonburg, VA 
Martha Herin, Madison, IN 
Norm Herin, Madison, IN 
Scott Ferguson, So. Royalton, VT 
Charles E. Woodward, Simsbury, CT 
Mary Sturtevant, Bedford, MA 
Rachel Huse, Bedford, MA 
John E. McHugh, III, Plaistow, NH 
Suzanne Cary Harkless, Burlington, VT 
Howard Branz, Newton Centre, NH 
Steven M. Rose, Dedham, MA 
Van Hockett, Ft. Collins, CO 
Ed Kane, Babylon, NY 
Smith T. Edwards, Waterbury, VT 
Wallace Spaulding, McLean, VA 
Jesse Chalfin, Washington, DC 
D. MacAllister, East Granby, CT 
Robert W. MacAllister, East Granby, CT 
James P. Paquette, Uxbridge, MA 
Mary Lyons, Highland Park, NJ 
Michael E. Allega, Whitinsville, MA 
Thomas A. Weiss, Randolph, VT 
John A. Willard, Worcester, MA 
Paul A. Tomberg, Barre, VT 
Ann-Mara Scheff, Lincoln, MA 
Tom Crutcher, Houston, TX 
John T. Callery, Tenafly, NJ 
William E. Simonds, Jr., Proctor, VT 
Carl D'Adamo, Somers Point, NJ 
Robert E. Kelley, Fairfield, CT 

A Mixed Bag; 

End-To-End 

Reports! 

END-TO-END REPORT 1981 

By Sally S. Spear 

When he spoke of the "Hilton of the 
Trail", end-to-end hiker Michael Madden 
was referring to the shelter at Hazen's Notch 
maintained by Fred Judd. End-to-end re
ports approach the experience of hiking the 
Long Trail in a variety of ways, but on one 
topic they are unanimous: their praise of 
Hazen's Notch shelter and its adopter Fred 
Judd. 

Most hikers appreciate "any port in a 
storm." Hazen's Notch, however, not only 
provides the necessities but atmosphere and 
luxuries for the weary, wet backpacker. 
"Fred Judd is successful at giving this cabin 
an atmosphere found at none other" wrote 
John Swanson (Bloomfield, NJ) in his com
ment on the adopt-a-shelter program. John 
D. Elliott (Putney, VT) found Hazen's 
Notch camp "to be the best camp I was to 
visit during the hike with split wood, kind
ling, and other necessities. I was fortunate 
later in the trip to meet the dedicated 
adopter of this camp - Fred Judd." 

For those "acrobatic mice" that one hiker 
complained of, this shelter has a solution. 
"The first tlrne I ever saw a mouseproof 
food storage box was here," said John T. 
Callery of Tenafly, NJ. 

From Scott Ferguson of South Royalton, 
VT: "Hazen's Notch camp was the best 
shelter on the Trail. This is where I saw 
my first human being. Fred'Judd, the adopt
er, was an excellent man to meet and talk 
with. He is doing an excellent job. I think 
the Green Mountain Club should try every
thing in their power to help him out." 

Serena Sendek (NY, NY) concluded her 
report with these comments: "I also want to 
add a note about the adopt-a-shelter pro
gram - in particular the Hazen's Notch 
shelter. I can't believe how beautiful that 
shelter is. What hard work that guy put 
into it. I happened to meet him as we 
stopped for the day after a chilly wet hike. 
What a pleasure it was to have a clean 
shelter to stay in with a warm stove and 
indoor clothesline above to dry our wet 
clothing on. His, by the way, is the cleanest 
outhouse I've seen anywhere. I think that 
man deserves recognition for his outstanding 
work." 

See End-to-End page 9 
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GUIDE BOOK CHANGES location returns the Trail to its former route as described in the 
guide book text. Instead of crossing he Bombardier Farm barn
yard, however, the Trail will _d~cend to the River Ro~d east oft.he 
farm. Previous updates descnbmg a route past the Chittenden Fish 
and Game Club should be ignored. 

The following are changes in trails and shelters as described in the 
Gia'de Book of the Long Trail. The.y ~ay be .cut out and pasted'. as 
appropriate, over the present descnpt10n or m the Updates section 
at the end of each Division. Extra copies of these changes are 
available by writing to the Club office. 

Hikers should park on the south side of U.S. ~oute 2, just ~est of 
the Winooski River bridge in Jonesville. There WJU be NO parking at 
the new trailhead on River Road . Should parking occur at the 
crailhead, the landowner will once again close this vital stretch of 
the LT. Your full cooperation is requested. 

Division' II 
Page48 

A GMC Caretaker is stationed at Glastenbury Mtn. Shelter during 
the hiking season and a small fee is charged for overnight use. Division XI 

Division III 
Page 57 

Page 148 

Construction of U.S. Route 7 in Manchester may confuse access to 
the Lye Brook Trail. Hikers should be aware of this situation. 

At the request of the landowner, and to avoid an ac~ive logging 
operation, the LT has been ~elocated ?etween Codding J?oUow 
and Laraway Mtn. After passmg the cliffs on the north side of 
Codding Hollow Road (9.3 m.) , the Trail bears straight ~ead 
(NOT right onto a logging road), descends to a stream ~rossl:°g, 
turns right, and then climbs at a moderat grade along a ndgelme, 
finally rejoining the former. route so':1tb of Laraway Loo.kour (11.2 
m.). Exact mileages for this relocation are not yet available, but 
it is approximately .5 m. shorter than the former route. 

Division V 
Page 75 

A general store is located .1 mile west of the LT on the Lower Cold 
River Rd. 

Division VIII 
Page 106 

The Hanksville Store is no longer in business. 

Division IX 
Page 120 

Appendix 
Page 163 

Div. IV: There is no longer a Post Office in South Wallingford. 
Div. VIII: There is no longer a general store in Hanksville. 

A relocation of the LT back over the summit of Robbins Mtn. and 
continuing in a generally northerly direction to Jonesville will be 
opened during the 1982 hiking season. For the most part, this re-

Correction, Fourth Printing, Page 22 
Caretaker fees are $1.50 per night for non-GMCers, 75¢ for GMC 
members (except on National Forest land). 

GMC ANNUAL MEETING 

The 72nd Annual Meeting of the Green 
Mountain Club will feature an agenda of 
meetings, exhibits, an after-dinner speaker, 
and various outings. It is scheduled_ for M3:Y 
29-30-31 at the campus of Norwich Uru
versity in Northfield, Vermont. The An· 
nual Meeting weekend provides an enjoyable 
mix of business and pleasure for GMC'ers, 
their families, and guests. Please send in 
your reservations for meals and sleeping 
accommodations early. 

This Annual Meeting wi!J be the first 
GMC event sponsored by the newly es
tablished Clubwide Activities Committee. As 
such, it will be a joint effort by At-Large 
and Section members. If you would like to 
assist in any way, please contact the Club 
office. 

Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m. After 
coffee and douglmuts, the meeting of the 
membership will begin at 9:30, and, with a 
break for lunch, should nd about 2:30. 
The Board of Directors will hold its meeting 
at 3:00; all GMC members are invitied. 
During the afternoon there will be GMC 
exhibits on display , the GMC Bo~kstore 
will be doing business, and there will also 
be tbe annual Swap and Tag Sale. 

Both lunch and dinner on Saturday will 
be served family style at the Norwich Uni
versity cafeteria. After dinner there will be a 
presentation by a guest speaker. 

Page7 

Norwich University located in North
field , VT, is easily acc~ible either from the 
north or south by VT Route 12. The campus 
is located on the west side of this route. 
There are two main entrances, and GMC'ers 
should use the south gate; signs will "blaze" 
the way. 

Tent sites and trailer camping will be 
allowed at designated sites on campus at a 
cost of $1 per person per night. Although 
wood fires are prohibited, campus toilet 
facilities will be available. Reservations must 
be made for tent and trailer sites (see below). 

(Note: there are no hook-ups or dumping 
facilities for trailers.) 

Lodging is also available nearby in the 
Northfield/Montpelier area. 

On Sunday and Monday GMC Sections 
will sponsor hikes and other activities. More 
details on these activities, and on other 
aspects of the Annual Meeting, will appear 
in the May LTN. 

Please use the form below to make reser
vations. IMPORTANT: The deadline for 
reservations is May 7. Please make your 
reservations early - it will make planning for 
this event that much easier. Thank you. 

RESERVATION FORM-1982 ANNUAL MEETING 

Name(s) ______________ Please reserve: 

tentsites@ $1 /person/night 

Address ____________ _ trailer sites 

Please make checks payable to 
Green Mountain Club. 

DEADLINE IS MAY 7 

@ $1 /person/night 

Saturday lunch: 

__ lunches @ $3. 50 each 

Saturday dinner: 

__ dinners @ $6. 00 each 

TOTAL 
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The GMC Book Store 
Books from The GMC Book Store can get you there and back, summer and winter, and can 
even help you appreciate nature's beauty a little more along the. way. Club members. re~eive 
a 15 per cent discount on non-GMC books - and an even la rger discounl on GMC pubhcauonsl 
Please use the order form below, enclose your check or money order payable to The Green 
Mountain Club, and send to P.O. Box 889, Montpelier, VT 05602. T he mailing charge is 
75 cents for one to three books, plus 25 cents for each additional two books. All books are 
shipped at book rate postage; add 70 cents if you would like them mailed Spec~al Handlin&, 
which goes the speed of First Class Mail. Maps go postage-free when order~d w1~h a book; if 
only a map (or maps) is ordered, send a self-addressed stamped envelope (business size). 

ITEM QUAN
TITY 

PRICE AMOUNT 

Green Mountain Club Publications 
Guide Book of the Long Trail 
Day Hiker's Guide to Vermont 
Tundra Trail Guide: Life, Man & the Ecosystem on the Top of Mt. Mansfield 
Trail Map: Mt. Mansfield Region 

Other Vermont Trail Guides 
Guide to the Trails of Ascutney Mountain, Ascutney Trails Association 
Appalachian Trail Map, Vermont Rt. 12 to New Hampshire Rt. 112, Dartmouth 

Outing Club 

Other Northeastern Trail Guides 
White Mountain Guide, Appalachian Mountain Club 
Guide to Mt. Washington and the Presz'dential Range, Appalachian Mountain Club ___ _ 
Guide to Adirondack Trails, High Peaks Region, Adirondack Mountain Club 
Guide to the Appalachian Trail in New Hampshire and Vermont, 1979 Edition, 

Appalachian Trail Conference 
Guide to Appa/,achian Trail in Maine, The Maine Appalachian Trail Club 

Natural History 
The Nature of Vermont, by Charles W.Johnson, University Press ofN.E. 
Trees and Shrubs of Northern New England, New Hampshire Forest Society 
Field Guide to Mountain Flowers of New England, Appalachian Mountain Club 
The Handbook of Vermont Trees, Charles E. Tuttle Co. 
The Handbook of Vermont Shrubs and Woody Vines, Charles E. Tuttle Co. 
Birds of Vermont, Green Mountain Audubon Society 

Winter Guides 
Winter Hiking and Camping, Adirondack Mountain Club 
Skz' Touring Guide, Ski Touring Council 

Trail Maintenance 
Field Guide To Trail Building and Maintenance, Appalachian Mountain Club 

Non-
GMC'ers GMC'ers 

$ 3.50 $ 5.50 
$ 3.50 $ 5.50 

temporarily out of print 
$ .75 $ .75 

$ 1.30 $ l.50 

$ .75 .75 

$ 8.45 $ 9.95 
$ 4.21 $ 4.95 
$ 7.65 $ 9.00 

$12.71 $14.95 
$ 9.31 $10.95 

$ 6.35 $ 7.50 
$ 2.25 $ 2. 75 
$ 4.21 $ 4.95 
$ 4.45 $ 5.25 
$ 3.35 $ 3.95 
$ 4.55 $ 5.35 

$ 5.91 $ 6.95 
$ 5.10 $ 6.00 

$ 5.06 $ 5.95 
Sub-Total 

3% Vt. Sales Tax (orders to Vt. addresses) 
mailing Charge ___ _ 

TOT AL (payment enclosed) 

SHIP TO (pleaseprint): NAME 
ADDRESS_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CITY ______ ___ ____ STATE _ ____ _ ___ _ __ _,,_ Jp 

- - ---
_ ____ I am a GMC member I am not a GMC member 
----~ would like to become a GMC member. Please send me information and an application . 
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54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 

1274 
1275 
1276 
1277 
1278 
1279 
1280 
1281 
1282 
1283 
1284 
1285 
1286 
1287 
1288 
1289 
1290 

Charles Zabriskie, Weston, MA 
R. King Harvey, Ottawa, Ont., Canada 
Nick Williams, Springfield, VA 
David Magavern, Buffalo, NY 
Jeff A. Moore, No. Branford, CT 
Charles]. Malinowski, Springfield, VT 
Jon C. Malinowski, Springfield, VT 
Leo Fournier, Seabrook Beach, NH 
Earlene Fournier, Seabrook Beach, NH 
Robert A. Johnson, Carlisle, MA 
David P. Kenney, Portsmouth, RI 
Yvonne Boucher, Northampton, MA 
Jack Atwater, Petersburgh, NY 
Barbara Miles, Putnam Valley, NY 
William Dunlop, Putnam Valley, NY 
Steve Unger, Manlius, NY 
Scott Steiner, Stowe, VT 

End-to-End from page 6 

Fred Judd does deserve recognition for his 
work and for the good will he creates for 
the Club . 

The most unusual report for 1981 was a 
54" long by 4" wide watercolor painting 
of the profile of a mountain range by 
Suzanne Cary Harkless, at-large member 
from Burlington, VT. Distances were indi
cated, some of the peaks labelled, and 
comments on the hike inserted in various 
parts of the painting. Reading this report 
was a refreshing change after deciphering 
the day-by-day notes in a 2" logbook that 
looked as though it had been carried the 
length of the Trail in the writer's back
pocket. 

Like hiking the Long Trail, reading end
to-end reports has its highs and lows. Some 
other reports I'd like to share in part are 
these. Charlie Woodward, Simsbury, CT, 
began the Trail in 1973 and finished in 
1981, age 71. Among the many items noted 
on his hike were a "specimen of the lesser 
purple orchis with 30-odd blossoms which 
brought me into Hazen's Notch camp exult
ing" and this: "The subsequent peak and 
mountains wore me down until I dragged 
into Ritterbush camp. I was at least tem
porarily enthused just before reaching camp 
to come upon a well-shaped lady having a 
sponge bath in the brook with no covering 
from the waist up. However, supper was the 
main item of attention, and I had a nice 
visit with the two ladies in camp." 

has done a wonderful job keeping the Long 
Trail in such beautiful condition in spite 
of the intrusion of 'progress'". 

Though times may have changed, the joys 
of hiking remain. Dr. Robert E. Livezey 
of Fort Washington, MD, wrote of the "never 
to be forgotten adventures that saw my trans
formation from a well-meaning but naive 
intermediate backpacker to a seasoned 
veteran of the Trail. Along the way I ex
perienced every extreme of weather and 
trail conditions, as well as the contrasts of 
solitude and overcrowding. My GMC con
tacts were occasional but notable .... Finally, 
the climax was not at the end but at 
the beginning, or more correctly, when I 
knew that despite my inexperience, pain, 
and the weather that I would make it to 
Journey's End almost three years ago. In 
that first trip the moments spanned the 
spectrum of cruel to sublime. After that the 
Green Mountains and I were old friends." 

Robert A. Johnson, Carlisle, MA, began 
his hike 'June 9, 1942, when the conductor 
of the Green Mountain Flyer very kindly • 
stopped the train at Route 103 near Claren
don Gorge so the three of us could start 
walking." But hiking in New Hampshire, 
Newfoundland, Norway, and the Canadian 
Rockies intervened before he returned to 
finish the Trail in September, 1981. "When 
returning to New England after seeing the GMC President Jim Wilkinson receiving Award of 
Rockies, we always find Vermont to be the Merit for contributions to forestry from Joseph 
most beautiful place we know. The Club Sposta, USFS, at the October Directors Meeting 

~ (Photo by Jacqui Sulek) 
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THE DARKER SIDE OF THE 
LONG TRAIL 

Bill and Bob are both PhDs in meteor
ology and work for the National Weather 
Service in Washington D.C. and they said 
that the electrical storm that they watched 
from Kid Gore Shelter was the worst that 
they had ever seen. Yet, an hour after dark 
when two thin flashlight beams pried their 
ways through the buckets of rain followed 
by Mary and me, they were not surprised. 
In three days on the trail we had already 
established our reputation as The Night
stalkers. 

Mary and I were both veteran hikers and 
neither of us had ever been afflicted with 
this problem before; but on our first hike 
together, a short shakedown hike in the 
Adirondacks earlier in the summer, darkness 
had caught us short of our destination two 
out of three nights. And now, on our third 
night on the Long Trail, we had already 
made a name for ourselves by making the 
steep ascent to Melville Nauheim Shelter 
the night before by the light of our pocket 
flashlights. Worse, we had a different excuse 
each time. We made solemn oaths to one 
another that this habit had to be stopped ... 
now. 

With much effort and discipline we made 
the following night's shelter in daylight and 
soon we were living down our reputation. 
The nights' shelters passed in a litany 
familiar to many Long Trail hikers: Brom
ley, Mad Tom, Big Branch, Sunnyside, 
Governor Clements, etc. For a while it looked 
like our night hiking days were over. Then, 
two weeks to the day after we had "nighted" 
Kid Gore, we found ourselves watching the 
sunset, again miles from our night's intended 
destination. In an effort to take as much 
advantage of the remaining light as possible, 
we ran down the trail as dusk burned ever 
dimmer. This time, though, we were on the 
section of trail which the guide book 
euphemistically refers to as "interesting", 
which traverses the Allens. Progress was 
slow and from the last peak we watched 
twilight's last gleaming disappear. The view 
was beautiful with lights twinkling in the 
valley below and an abyss in the stars where 
the guide book called for a view of Camel's 
Hump. We still had a mile to go, a lot of 
which was hands and feet down the rocks 
with flashlights clenched firmly in our 
mouths. Though in the dark Montclair Glen 
Lodge distinguishes itself only as two rec
tangles of light where candles shine through 
the windows, it WilS a beautiful sight. Again, 
analysis to the cause of the problem escaped 
us and we let the "never again" oath suffice. 

Three days later, however, we eyed a large 
group of weekend partiers at Taylor Lodge 
and decided to continue to Butler, even 
though this insured nocturnal walking once 

See Dark page 14 
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Ritterbush from page 1 
and we almost-ahnost, hell, we did-had 
several mishaps on the way down. We were 
both weighted down with heavy back-packs, 
chock full of all sorts of essential and non
essential items. This did not add to our 
stability and, consequently, we made several 
mis-steps in the darkness and went tumbling. 
Fortunately, each time we managed to grab 
on to a sapling or branch which broke our 
falls. 

Shortly after reaching the bottom of this 
sharp 549-foot descent (according to the 
topographical map in the Fifty Hikes book), 
I took off my back-pack to search for the 
flashlight which I felt sure I had packed in 
a certain lower compartment of the pack. 
After a quick search of that, and other 
compartments, I failed to come up with the 
flashlight. Instead, all I could find was a 
box of kitchen matches. Thus equipped, we 
continued forward in our quest for Ritter
bush Camp. 

To tell you the truth, we were already 
a bit exhausted from the trek, earlier in 
the day, up-and-down Spruce Mountain. 
Add to this the ordeal of the 549-foot 
descent in the dark and the fact that it 
was taking us much longer to reach Ritter
bush Camp than originally anticipated, and 
you can see that our reflexes were becoming 
more and more shot. Several times we 
tripped over roots or rocks in the trail. 
Several times we stepped blindly into muddy 
quagmires up to our ankles. Several times 
we lost the trail and had to retrace our 
steps back to the last white blaze. Every 
now and then we'd stop and, while striking 
several matches, would read the description 
in the Fifty Hikes book of the Devil's Gulch 
hike in an attempt to determine how much 
further it might be to Ritterbush Camp. 
On several occasions, while reading through 
the Fifty Hikes book to find our bearings 
we'd read on-and-on by matchlight about 
the flora-and-fauna along the trail, only to 
have the match go out when it came to the 
crucial description of where we might, in 
fact be in relation to the Camp, and how 
we might get therel Needless to say, besides 
suffering from several burned finger-tips, 
the surrounding forest suffered to hear many 
of our "expletives deleted". How did we 
ever get ourselves into such an unconscion
able situation? Not even the forced marches 
of Boot Camp equalled this. 

Rather than reaching Ritterbush Camp, 
we were rapidly reaching the point of total 
exhaustion. We were both contemplating the 
possibility that we might have to just stop 
where we were, unroll our sleeping bags 
(we didn't have a ground cover) and remain 
where we were 'til daybreak. (Notice, I didn't 
say sleep 'til dawn, for if the wet ground 
did not seep through the sleeping bags, the 
assorted bugs, mosquitoes, and other creepy
crawly things would have made for a sleepless 
night). 
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Fmally, on the banks of a quick-running Exhausted as we were, nevertheless, late into 
stream, I made the decision to completely the night we waxed poetic, talking about 
unpack my pack in a last-ditch effort to Man and Nature, Civilization and its Dis
find the flashlight. After emptying the main contents, etc., etc., and had another feast. 
c~mpartment of assorted change-of-clothes, We agreed that these mountaim will still 
wme bottles, and even books (one of which be here long after Man has blown himself 
appropriately was D.H. Lawrence's TW!- away in the coming nuclear holocaust. By 
f..:IGHT in Italy), I started emptying all the coincidence, I happened to open the book 
Side and bottom compartments. Of course I had with me, D.H. Lawrence's Twz1zght 
I found the light in the last place I looked. in Italy, to a section that supported my 
It was in the compartment in which I love of Nature over Man, and speculated 
packed it all the time. It had simply slid upon how Man managed to become ali· 
aown. inside one of ~he shoes . Finding the enated from nature. This travel book, writ
flashl1ght seemed to give us our second wind. ten during the Autumn, Winter and Spring 
W~ c~lebrated by eating several plums and of 1912-1913, while Lawrence and his wife, 
polishing off the last of the retsina. Frieda, trekked from Bavaria, the Austrian 

Even with the flashlight, the going was Tyrol , Northern Italy, then back to Swit
still tough. Again, in the darkness I stepped zerland, intuitively anticipated the coming 
into another quagmire. Again, we tempo- horrors of our own time . Like us, its author 
rarily lost the trail. Luckily, I washed off found solace in nature. 
the muck in the next stream and we always For comic relief, we fled our metaphysical 
found our way back to the trail by tracing speculations by reading the camp's logbook, 
our steps back to the last white blaze. which contained everything from matter-of
The Fifty Hikes book seemed to state that fact accounts of hiking along the Long Trail, 
we would soon be coming to a short and to fantastic accounts of mid-winter visits, 
sharp upgrade where, at the top, we would to mundane recipes for use with a Coleman 
find the Ritterbush Camp. As we trekked stove, to droll little stories about midnight 
on and on, however, we began to have our encounters with moles and mice. Both in the 
doubts. Didn't the book say that the trail logbook and on the signs posted on the walls, 
crossed an older, unused section of the Long we noticed many references to small furry 
Trail? Might we not have gotten onto this creatures which might lurk thereabout. In 
old section of the Trail, instead? All sorts fact, someone had altered one of the signs to 
of horrible possibilities began to assail us . read "CRITTERBUSH CAMP" instead of 

''RITTERBUSH CAMP". Finally, we got to the bank of another 
swift-flowing stream-but the Trail seemed Fmally, we sacked out for the night. 
to stop right there. I could discern no fur- Exhausted as I was, still, the quiet beauty 
ther white blazes on trees or rocks on the of the place kept me momentarily awake: 
further side of this brook. A tree had fallen the babbling of the fast-flowing brook below, 
down and its upper branches were lying the fluttering of the leaves all about and the 
right in the brook. From the looks of it, wind afting through the branches, the clarity 
the tree hadn't been down that long, since of the cool, crisp mountain air. 
the branches still held their leaves. While Sometime later, during the deepest part 
my friend stayed on the near side of the of the night, I was awakened by the sudden 
brook, I crossed to the far side and searched, shout of my friend and the clanking of an 
with the flashlight, for another white blaze empty beer can on the table. It seems as 
which might lead the way to a continuation though in his sleep he thought he heard a 
of the Trail. I found one up the hill, persistent squeaking. Eventually, he opened 
the path continued upward to-nowhere. It one eye in time to see a mouse or a mole 
somehow abruptly ended near the crest of about six inches from his face, at the edge 
the hill . After frantically searching around of the top bunk. Involuntarily, his arm shot 
for a continuation of the Trail , we retraced out, knocked the critter off the rack and, in 
our steps. Fortunately, on our "backward" fact, sent it flying to the table below, where 
retracing of the path, we left the downward it bounced off the empty beer can and then 
path and kept to one which more closely scampered god-knows-where. 
approximates the crest of the hill-otherwise Under the best circumstances, in daylight 
we might have missed Ritterbush Camp en- and with half·decent weather, it probably 
tirely. Instead, out of the comer of my takes an hour to an hour·and·a·half to reach 
eye, I saw a big, black object which at first Ritterbush Camp from Rte. 118. Attempting 
I thought was the same big, black object it in semi- and finally utter-darkness was 
I had passed on my ascent of the hill. pretty outrageous -especially without even a 
Instead, after shining my flashlight on it, flashlight for much of the way. It probably 
the sign "RITTERBUSH CAMP" jumped took us between two and three hours to get 
out at me as joyfully as the Morro Castle there (instead of the "15 minute stroll" 
light once did one time, coming into Havana from Rte. 118 I'd originally anticipated!) 
Harbour, just ahead of a threatening storm. Ascending the steep slope about halfway 

After opening the windows, we put a between Ritterbush Camp and the Highway, 
tablecloth on the table, laid out the wine, we were ??? that we didn't at least break 
cheese, bread, trail-mix, peaches, plums, a leg, if not a neck, in descending it the 
Tai·sticks, etc., and had another feast. night before. Oh, well, experience is often 

the best way to learn. 
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Yellowstone from Page l 

At 9:45 p.m. on August 10, our entire 
group was finally assembled in Bozeman, 
Montana. We had arrived by plane, by bus 
and by car. We spent the final evening 
hours before Yellowstone re-packing. We 
had each received a bountiful supply of 
freeze-dried food, about fifteen pounds, and 
this extra volwne demanded thac we decide 
what was "really necessary" and leave the 
marginal items behind. 

Tuesday morning, August 11, was a 
beautiful dear day and by 8:30 we were 
Yellowstone bound. This brief bus ride from 
Bozeman co the Park was the only time our 
encire contingent would be together. It was 
lmfortunate chat the itinerary was such be
cause many of the members barely had a 
chance to meet one another before we were 
at the trail head for the departure of the 
group going into the Gallatin Range in the 
northwest corner of the Park. 

From this point the story of Yellowstone 
1981 becomes twenty-one different personal 
stories. Here are some of them. 

Guides Misjudged at First 

Initial impressions are an important aspect 
of any person or event. In many ~~· 
however, the judgements made from 1mt1al 
impressions are incorrect. In this light, let 
us introduce our guides. First there is Les 
Loble. I already knew he is an attorney by 
profession - and upon meeting him - h.e 
looked it. Then, when we were on the trail 
the first day and learned that he had never 
been on this particular trail before ... well, 
there were murmurs in the group and doubts 
in my mind. Second is Rick Graetz. He is 
huge and muscular and looks stern. I ~~n
tioned to someone later that he looks hke 
he should play tackle for the Chicago Bears." 
As I found out later J was right on this point 
but had the team wrong. He used to play for 
the Denver Broncos. 

Next are Dave Orndorf and Rick Kamm. 
Dave is an electrical engineer I believe, and 
Rick a psychologist, not exactly what I had 
expected for guides. Then, when I re~zed 
I knew our itinerary better than they did -
more second thoughts and reservations. 
Fmally are Terry Danzer, only sixteen years 
old and Alan Posewitz who entered the 
Gallatin group later and many of us never 
met. 

Here now are some participants reflections 
on the guides. Speaking of Terry and Alan; 
"each added a dimension to the experience"; 
(Connie Hall) "they were just super. " (Arleen 
Wimett) Rick Graetz; says Helen Molloy 
"was so caring and conscientious for the 
whole of the environment that we even had 
co walk around spider webs spun across the 
trail." In retrospect of the guides for our 
group Daan Zwick writes'. "Then there w~ 
the discovery of our gwdes. To me this 
came very gradually. - Les ... his experi-
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enced observations on the terrain and the 
Park in general. ... Dave, his quietly given 
comments . . . a pleasure to be with . . . and 
Rick ... tremendous person, concerned, 
committed and thoughtful. So, to meet three 
so dedicated professional men as guides on 
a backpack trip in Yellowstone was a great 
big bonus for me." 

Breathtaking Scenery 

The terrain of Yellowstone in the area we 
visited is basically level. The trails we used 
around Yellowstone Lake ranged from 7500' 
to 7800' with the higher peaks only seen 
from a distance. Even when we crossed the 
'Continental Divide' the elevation gain was 
less than three hundred feet and in a thick 
evergreen forest. The lack of contour relief 
however made river fordings a very com
mon occurrence. The rivers were always 
cold and rocky and the current usually 
swift. Dot Myer had the most memorable 
crossing in the Yellowstone River. "I could 
feel the gravel washing from under my 
feet and then I just sat down. Everyone 
recalls me saying, 'I can't swim.' but what I 
meant to say was 'I can't stand up.'" 

In spite of the lack of high majest~c 
mountains the scenery, of course, was beauti
ful. "The most memorable aspect of the trip 
was the landscape. ... Lakes, streams, 
meadows, especially the meadows. They 
would stretch for maybe a mile, with thick 
yellow grass at that time of year, surrounded 
by dense conifer-dad hills. Through the 
grass would wind a dear stream." (Will 
and Jane Curtis) 

Meanwhile, back in the Gallatin Range 
with the other group, the terrain was en
tirely different. "We can see Crowfoot 
Ridge from camp. It looks a long way off 
and high up, top exposed - and we'~e 
going up today! Approached the mountam 
from the other side. Bushwacked most of the 
way ... scenery just beautiful and breath
taking from the top. So I finally made a 
10,000 foot peak." (Arleen Wimett) "The 
scene was Gallatin Lake, a glistening 
emerald at the foot of the towering stone
wall forming Three Rivers Peak. We were 
10,000 feet above sea level and thirteen miles 
by rough trail from the nearest road." 
(Fritz Lowenstein) 

Since I asked for highlights, most parti
cipants did not mention two aspects of. the 
trip which I feel deserve honorable ment10n. 
They were the climate and the thermal 
activity. 

The thermal activity which Yellowstone 
Park is f~ous for is evident throughout 
the area . Although not as spectacular as in 
the Great Geyser Basin, the sight of steaming 
bot water spewing from the ground and 
mud puddles that boil are spectacles to be 
held in awe. I particularly remember the 
Snake River hot springs, where the cold 
river rushes past on its gravel bed surround
ing small geyser "islands" which pour out 
scalding hot water. 

Weather, Bears and Moose 

The weather was almost ideal during the 
entire trip. The nights were generally clear 
and very cool with frost almost every 
morning. During the day the sun would 
beat down and raise temperatures into the 
mid-seventies and parch the bare earth of the 
trail into a fine powdery dust. By mid-after· 
noon the warm surface air and the cool 
higher atmosphere would combine and 
create conditions for rain. "One day we 
were stopped by a severe thundersto~, 
including quarter-inch hail stones which 
soon covered the ground, remaining for 
several hours. We awakened the next 
morning to a view of Mt. Sheridan, bright 
with the early sun, perfectly reflected by 
Heart Lake and framed by low fog." (Andy 
and Carlene Squires) 

For many of our GMC participants the 
wildlife, which is abundant in Yellowstone, 
was a definite highlight of our trip. "It 
was a moose. We saw several of them in 
the bushes ahead and one had charged the 
group. The moose would not leave the 
"people trail", so we went by moose trail 
for a while. And the other wildlife - the 
deer that came right up behind me and 
spent the evening at our campsite, the 
moose (not all of them were unfriendly), 
the huge sandhill cranes and water birds, 
the friendly little marmets, and the sound 
of the coyotes at night." (Dot Myer) 

The group in the Gallatin Range also 
had plenty of wildlife excitement. Although 
grizzly bear sightings are actually very rare 
the GMC has an wibeatable record. In our 
two excursions to the West we have had two 
sightings. One member, Arlene Wimett, was 
in the group for each occasion. "It was our 
first night in camp. We were hanging up 
our food on the 'bear bar' when - 'What's 
that?' a big silver tip boar grizzly coming 
our waylll Rick told us afterwards that the 
bear skirted the camp, went right by our 
food bags and casually went on his way." 
I was lucky enough to be in the group 
with Arleen which saw the grizzly in the 
Bugaboos in 1978 and know what a thrill it 
is. It's hard to imagine that there could be 
any disappointment during an event like that 
but Connie Hall remembers it this way. 
"I was so brainwashed by 'bear advice' 
given out on o~her trips that whe~ Rick 
said, 'Go back m the woods and chmb a 
tree!', I went so far back and climbed so 
high that I scarcely saw the grizzly at all. 
Next time I'll look for a tree with a view." 

C.Ontinued on page 12 

THE CONSIDERATE HIKER ... 

. . does not hike high elevations in the 
Green Mountains during the early spring 
thaw and mud season because hikers' foot
steps damage wet and unstable trails much 
more than they do dry and stable trails. 

Page 11 



Yellowstone from page 11 

A Marvelous Experience 

Looking for a place with a view was the 
goal for several of us on our "lay-over" 
day at Basin Creek. The goal was easy co 
see, it had been prominent in our view for 
several days - Mt. Sheridan, elevation 
10,308 feet. "Part of the enjoyment was 
finding our own route up the south shoulder, 
planning the route from the foot of the 
mountain then seeing how well we had 
planned it and how well we could follow 
it as we climbed." (Andy Squires) Once on 
top, after a three to four hour climb, no 
one was disappointed . "The highlight of the 
trip for me was our a5sau1t of Mt . Sheridan 
and sharing this with GMC friends. Its 
hard to beat the magnificent view of the 
Tetons, Yellowstone Lake, Heart Lake and 
all the country we had covered. " (Tom 
Brooks) From the summit we could see all 
but one of our previous campsites and could 
almost trace our entire route of the previous 
six days of hiking. 

The abundant beauty and natural won
ders of Yellowstone are memories that will 
stay forever with all of us. These memories 
were enhanced for each person by the com
pany of the other GMC members on the 
trip. "Each day of the trip had its own 
recollections. The entire terrain and the 
seven different campsites had a solitude and 
beauty about them I will always remember. 
... The number one highlight of the trip 
was spending nine days in a wilderness of 
superb beauty, with great people like our 
guides and the members of the GMC." 
(Doug MacPhee) "The most memorable as
pect of our trip to Yellowstone with the GMC 
without a doubt was the participants and 
the guides. One could not ask for a finer 
group of people to spend a nine day ex
cursion with than this group. Everyone had 
interesting experiences to share and stories 
to tell." (Paul and Joanne Woodward) 

The length of this article shows me that I 
have told as many stories as space will 
allow. On behalf of the group of Yellow
stone 1981, I hope the rest of the GMC 
and L TN readers have enjoyed sharing 
them. 

"It was eating the wild strawberries in the 
high meadows, and seeing the elk herds on 
the distant mountain; it was eating cut
throat trout only hours out of a nearby 
stream, baked over hot coals; it was sitting 
around the campfire everynight with 
friends; it was the full moon shining over 
our meadow; it was the bull moose eating 
at our stream morning and evening; it 
was the beautiful flowers we had to stop 
to admire and wonder at; it was wonderful." 
(Helen Molloy) 
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1981 YELLOWSTONE TRIP 
PARTICIPANTS 

Keith Edson-EssexJct., VT 
Dot Myer-So. Burl., VT 
Tom Brooks-Underhill, VT 
Jason Whitney-Burlington, VT 
Andy & Carlene Squires-Richmond, VT 
Will &Jane Curtis-Hartland, VT 
Arlene Wimett-Salisbury, VT 
Doug MacPhee- Bellows Falls, VT 
Martha Jordan - Rutland, MA 
Steve Trimby-Auburn, MA 
Paul &Joanne Woodward-Fitchville, CT 
Marshall & Connie Hall- Burlington, VT 
Daan & Melanie Zwick-Rochester, NY 
Fritz & Nina Lowenstein - Binghamton, NY 
Helen Molloy-Hamden, CT 

THE 1982 FIELD SEASON: 
A LOOKAHEAD 

In the past my annual field season re
ports have concentrated on the accomplish
ments of each previous field season, and have 
only briefly noted any field program changes 
planned for the coming year. Now I 'd like 
to tum the tables and concentrate on the 
year ahead. 

First of all, a quick review of 1981. 
It WAS a successful field season. All of our 
ranger-naturalists, caretakers, and Long 
Trail Patrol members contributed the dedi
cated performances we have come to expect, 
and too often take for granted. There 
were many specific accomplishments. Top
ping the list was the renovation of Gorham 
Lodge, which was extensively covered in 
the November L TN. Other projects included 
the redecking of the Clarendon Gorge 
Bridge, the installation of a new bin com
posting system at Watson Camp, the con
struction of replacement bins for Butler 
Lodge and Montclair Glen Lodge, and 
replacement of the roof at Journey's End 
Camp. 

Trail use was another "bright spot" in 
1981. If anything, it declined slightly from 
1980 levels. For six years now there has been 
little change in the amount of Long Trail 
usage; and that is encouraging news. It's 
certainly preferrable to the 10-203 yearly 
use increases we experienced in the l 960's 
and early 1970's. 

Now for our "Look Ahead." No changes 
in our field program operations are planned. 
We do not anticipate adding any new care
taker locations, or dropping any old ones. 
We expect to field one Long Trail Patrol 
crew of six members during the summer 
months and a slightly smaller crew in the 
autumn. Most of the L TP's time will be 
spent on the northern portion of the LT, 
including some heavy duty LT reconstruc
tion on the north side of Smugglers Notch. 

We do expect to make one long-overdue, 
non-operational change. Salaries for all our 
field personnel, particularly caretakers, will 
be raised. 

In recent years we have tried to offer the 
opportunity for Club members to work with 
our caretakers and with the Long Trail 
Patrol as volunteers. This could be for one 
week or for the entire summer, and it is an 
excellent opportunity for GMC'ers to 
contribute to LT maintenance while spend
ing time on the Trail. Anyone interested 
should contact the Club office. 

Field Program Staff and the Trails & 
Shelters Committee will combine efforts on 
two important projects. Firstly, they will be 
working on a new GMC slide show on trail 
maintenance. It is hoped such a show will 
encourage members who are hesitant about 
their trailwork knowledge and experience to 
actively participate in maintenance activi
ties. Secondly, a series of trails & shelters 
workshops will be planned, some with in
dividual Sections. Again, it is hoped that 
these workshops will encourage more mem
bers to participate in trail and shelter main
tenance. We need everyone's active sup
port! There is no "mystery" about trail
work; all it takes is some training and a 
desire to contribute! GMC members in
terested in participating in these workshops 
should contact the Club office; more de
~ails will be forthcoming in future L TN 
ISSues. 

NEW ENGLAND TRAIL 
OONFERENCE SET FOR MARCH 27 

AT SMITH OOLLEGE 

Advance notice has been received that the 
66th Annual Meeting of the New England 
Trail Conference will be held in Wright 
Hall at Smith College (Northampton, Mass.) 
on March 27 , 1982 . 

The program will include the latest in
formation on trail conditions, relocations, 
shelters and signs reported by hiking and 
outdoor clubs of New England and New 
York. There will be exhibits and guide 
book sales by the constituent clubs. The 
day-long program will feature slide shows 
and seminars on topics of interest to all who 
enjoy or are concerned about hiking, trail 
maintenance, camping and backpacking. 

Unfortunately, a complete program and 
registration form will not be available Wltil 
the first week of March. Interested GMCers 
should contact the Club office at that time. 

1982 ANNUAL MEETING 

The 1982 Annual Meeting of the Green 
MoWltain Club will be held May 29th on 
the campus of Norwich University in North
field , Vermont. Although planning for this 
event by che new Clubwide Activities Com
mittee has begun, few specifics are as yet 
available. There will be areas set aside 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights for 
tent camping and an area reserved for camp
ers. On Saturday, lunch and dinner will 
be served on campus, and there will be a 
guest speaker in the evening. Several Club 
Sections will sponsor hikes on Sunday and 
Monday. Details and a reservation form 
appear on page 7. 
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Donahue from page I 

I .gave April three choices, a trip to Fort 
Ticonderoga, Ausable Chasm or climb Mt. 
Mansfield. She chose the mountain. So, 
bright and early on June 9th we headed for 
the Underhill State Camping Area and were 
on the Sunset Ridge Trail to the Chin 
bef~re 8 .o'clock .. Not far beyond the inter
section with Cantilever Rock Trail we came 
to a rather steep climb over a flat rock 
~lope.d a~ an angle of about 30°. April's 
mqwry, Grandpa, how are we going to get 
up that?" I explained to her that we would 
go up on our hands and knees and come 
down on our butts. After a demonstration 
we continued toward the Chin. Somewhat 
later we found icicles on the rocks in the 
trail and could see to the south that the 
whole top of the mountain was covered with 
ice. S~ortly after that April got cold, was 
becommg scared and chickened-out. We 
were probably less than a mile from the top 
then. Not to be "skunked" we drove through 
Smugglers Notch to Stowe hoping to be able 
to drive to the top via the Toll Road or 
c~tch a gondola. Both closed, ice on top. 
Smee that day I have had an unsatiable 
urge to hike the "Long Trail." 

For the past year I have read every 
backpacking and hiking book in the Orlando 
lib!ary, among them Garvey's, "The Appala
chian Hiker", Fletcher's "The Complete 
Walker" and numerous other accounts of 
successful attacks on the Adirondacks, the 
Rockies and other wilderness trails. (I never 
did find a story about an unsuccessful ven
ture.) I guess it was the 1971 summer edi
tion of Vermont Life and the article on the 
Long Trail by Handson Carroll that con
vinc~d me to make the try. This story 
credited the U.S. Olympic Nordic Squad 
with jogging the 263 miles in just over nine 
days and Emery Woodall, South London
derry with his three children ages 11, 10, 
and 9 making it in almost three weeks. So say 
I, "If Emery with three kids can make it in 
three weeks so can I". I voiced this con
clusion to my wife and relatives and without 
quoting their replies I will say that the 
expression on their faces shouted, "You're 
crazy!" 

Planning and Preparation 

With all of this encouragement I secured 
a c<_>~Y of the "Guide Book of the Long 
Trail and maps from the Green Mountain 
Club and pursued my planning. Catalogues 
from several equipment and freeze-dried 
food suppliers and the Orlando library 
supplemented my reference book shelf. The 
logistics, schedule and other incidental plan
~g dictated a 23 day hike with 20 over
rught stops on the trail, averaging 13.4 miles 
per. day. I planned off-trail food pick-ups 
at mtervals of five or six days. My equip
ment was a 14" x 31" BSA Large Cruiser 
Packframe with a four pocket nylon Mt. 
Crest pack. I got these thru a neighbor, 
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a garage sale hound, for $10. Picked up a 
hip be~t at the local Army-Navy store for $5. 
My neigh?or offered me a sleeping bag, on 
loan, which I planned to stuff into an 
empty fertilizer sack. Later discarded this 
plan. in favor of using my grandson's new 
sleepmg bag. Bought a new nylon stuff 
bag for $10 into which went the sleeping 
bag, foam pad, a wool army blarlket and an 
8' x 10' x .003 plastic ground cloth. Had 
previously bought a pair of work shoes at 
K-Mart for $12 and broke them in tho
rough!~ by walking 15-20 miles per week. 
I. mennon the cost of these items for every 
~g~e other thing in my pack came from 
within my home or regular shopping trips 
to the local supermarket. 

For th~ past several years it had been 
my practice to walk some 15-20 miles each 
week. For some six weeks prior to my 
scheduled departure I loaded the afore
ment~oned fertilizer sack, it contained 32 
lb.s., mto my pack and did the usual walk 
wi~h the pack. This walk started at 6 
miles and was extended to 13 miles which I 
com~leted in 4 1/2 hours with no adverse 
reactions. I did note from time to time that 
my left knee complained slightly when I 
step~d off the curb. Conclusion, if I can do 
13 miles in Orlando in 4 1/ 2 hours I should 
be able to do 13 miles on the trail in 
8 _or 9

1
r hol;lrs. From my memory of 

coHegt £..!n".'tlcs I was expending energy 
at three or four times that which would be 
required on the trail. 

I ch~cked several assumptions as to hours 
of daylight, temperatures, availability of fire
wood, water, weather, insects, etc. with the 
Green. Mountain Club and found my as
sumptions to be reasonably accurate. I 
planned a simple daily menu which will be 
detailed later. A couple of days before de
parture I removed the fertilizer ballast from 
my pack and loaded the accumulated sup
plies and equipment. On my bathroom 
scales it showed 46 lbs. As on several other 
occasions in the past months I m~ttered 
under my breath, "To hell with it-I'm 
n?t going". The next morning, after a fitful 
rught of . sl~p,. I dumped the pack and 
started ehmmatmg; half the macaroni and 

cheese (I had 14 ozs.), half the mashed 
~tatoes, half the gorp, an extra sweater, 
this and that went into the "don't need 
p~e". New gross 36 lbs. I immediately 
tned the new load around the block and it 
felt comfortable. My food load was between 
10-12 lbs. and contained 3000-3500 calories 
pe~ day with adequate supplies of freeze 
dried meals. Everything in the pack was 
selecte~ from a check list put together from 
the vanous manuals and books that were on 
my reference shelf. The final 36 lbs. cor
responded favorably with the 41. 2 lbs. on the 
check list minus the portable stove and 
tube tent. My Long Trail Guidebook con
tained my final supply check list as well as 
a diagram of the location of each item in 
the pack; top, right side, left side, bottom 
pocket. This list also included items of food 
in t~e pack: 6 soup, 2 dried fruit, 6 drinks, 
6 ~k, etc., etc. My trip log book listed 
the itmerary - day of month, overnight stop 
name, miles, cumulative miles, hours, cumu
lative hours and food pick-up points. A copy 
of the last listing was left at St. Peters
burg: with my wife and daughter. What have 
I missed? How many times have I asked 
myself that question. Well, I can think about 
that when I am not sleeping tonight. 

Well here it is, Tampa Airport, Septem
ber l; my flight leaves at 7:55 A.M. and 
I'm due in Albany at 1:30 P.M. 

The Best Laid Plans of Mice and Men .. , 

Arrived at ~bany on time, got a limo 
to the bus station and luck was with me a 
bus to Williamstown at 4:00 P.M. Six' or 
seven backpackers were in the bus station. 
A man and woman were just returning 
from two months in the Adirondacks. The 
announcements of departure were either 
ve~ clear or incomprehensible. A few 
mmutes after 4:00 P.M. I was able to get 
to the ticket counter only to learn that my 
bus had left. What happened to my luck? 
A gentleman from San Diego had the same 
problem; he was trying to get to Pittsfield. 
We ended up splitting a $40 taxi fare and 
arrived in Williamstown about the same time 
we w~uld have, had we caught the bus, 
but with a $15 extra cost; besides there 
wasn't another bus until the nex't day. 
Found a nice motel, Chimney Lodge, fairly 
cl?se to Cole Av~ue, the street leading to 
Pine Cobble Txail. At Chimney Lodge they 
recommended "The British Maid" and 
"Howard Johnsons" for dinner and since the 
latter was across the street, that is where I 
went. Still some daylight left after dinner so 
I walked as far as Cole Avenue to get 
my bearings and got a good look at Pine 
Cobble; it looked like quite a hill. 

To be continued in May L TN 
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At Large from page 5 

than malicious destruction with no purpose. 
for the lack of a better term, the problem 
in my opinion is vandalism and we must 
try to find a solution. What are some al
ternatives available to the Club in trying to 
solve the problem? 

Some readers may question whether or not 
a solution even exists and therefore we must 
simply try to replace and repair the shelters 
as best we can. This is a problem we have 
contended with and lived with for years any
way. However, the problem gets worse and 
more expensive each year. The GMC has 
spent hundreds of dollars and hWldreds of 
volWlteer hours, to no avail, following this 
course. Each year the same shelters incur 
more damage and additional shelters are 
added to the list of victims. The policy status 
quo is not acceptable . 

Improve the stoves; remove the stoves; 
both of these policies have been tested and 
to some degree have failed. The GMC has 
definite proof that regardless of the presence 
or absence of stoves, some hikers will feel 
the need for a fire, have one and use shelter 
parts as fuel . In years past, when most of a 
backpacker's cooking was done on the wood
stoves or open fire-pit the need for a fire 
was obvious. Today the small packing-stoves 
do the cooking and a fire is simply a luxury 
for atmosphere or extra warmth for an ill
prepared hiker. The alternative then would 
seem to call for a policy of absolutely no 
fires. This of course would be unenforceable 
and disregarded anyway, so why penalize the 
conscientious fire maker, when the abusive 
user will still have a fire and find the nearest 
wood - like the outhouse? 

Expanding the caretaker program may 
seem to be a viable alternative on the surface 
but the additional expense in these infla -
tionary times, with tight budgets, quickly 
rules out this as a solution. Even if the Club 
could afford a caretaker at every shelter this 
would not be the answer either, unless the 
caretakers were on duty all year. Much of 
the damage to shelters occurs in the fall and 
winter months. 

Better public awareness may have a slight 
impact on relieving some of the vandalism 
problem. If a shelter user sees evidence that 
shelters are the private property of someone 
or a group that they can identify and if 
they can see evidence of someone taking 
care of the shelters then perhaps some 
potential abusers might be dissuaded. There
fore, the adopt-a-shelter program and the 
shelter-signs program should be commended 
and enhanced. These programs though, 
even as a deterent to some, do not solve 
the problem. Trying to teach someone to 
respect the property of another is a task for 
parents dealing with pre-schoolers. We can
not pretend to be able to instill better 
morals and ethics on the people using our 
shelters. 
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Where does the Club stand then? Are we 
at a roadblock, an impasse - a problem 
with no apparent solution? 

The GMC is renowned among hiking 
clubs for its shelter system. But the main
tenance of the shelters is slowly becoming a 
millstone around our necks. The repairs 
are diverting fWlds away from badly needed 
trail maintenance and erosion control. 

Earlier a reference was made to a major 
difference between modern backpacking and 
backpacking of twenty-five years ago - the 
portable stove. Another major difference 
between the two eras is the light-weight 
backpacking tents. Herein lies our ultimate 
solution. Most hikers these days own tents. 
Is the GMC ready to ask itself if shelters 
are really necessary any longer? Are not 
designated tenting areas adequate provision 
for hikers' convenience and to control biker 
impact? Stopping short of making the radical 
proposal that we dismantle, abandon or 
otherwise do away with our shelters over the 
next decade, I do suggest that it is time to 
begin thinking about it. 

Editors Note: Please see Harry's descnption 
of the Taylor Lodge damage, and photos, 
elsewhere in this issue. Response to this, 
and other reader reactions are welcome, and 
any noteworthy or constructive suggestions 
wtU be pnnted in future issues as space 
permits. 

Dark from page 9 
again. Climbing Mansfield's flank in the 
dark is an experience most people would 
try to avoid, yet the night was mild and 
the panic of watching sunset from the trail 
had lost it's edge through repetition. We 
found ourselves actually enjoying it, especial
ly when we were rewarded with a magnifi
cent view of Burlington at night below us. 
Even our good luck, however, did not 
prevent us from once more making our 
"never again" oath. 

We discovered the following day that that 
"never" was getting shorter and shorter. 
Having lingered at the Mansfield summit 
station and at Taft Lodge, we still left 
Sterling Shelter in what we thought was 
plenty of time to get to Whiteface Shelter 
in daylight. (When we assured the couple 
at Sterling that we would be moving on to 
Whiteface for the night, they said, "Oh, 
you must be The Nightstalkers." We were 
dumbfounded to discover that our reputa
tion had preceded us!) 

Needless to say, bad weather and bad 
trail stayed us from our intended goal 
(Whiteface before sunset) and when, some 
time after dusk, we arrived at the shelter, 
we found that the three hikers already there 
had also already heard of our reputation. 

This time our "never again" oaths took 
on a new credibility. Our mileage-per-day 
to date had been good enough that our 
daily mileage goals for the rest of the trip 

were half what they had been up Wltil that 
time. Surely we could make the 5-7 miles a 
day without night hiking. 

The next day we got to French Camp 
at a comfortable 1 :00 in the afternoon. 
The following day, however, a town visit took 
longer than anticipated because of the need 
for a brief hospital visit in neighboring 
Morrisville. Despite the lateness of the 
evening when we got back to the trail, we 
decided to push on to Barrows Camp rather 
than return to French Camp. This, again, 
insured night hiking. We reached Prospect 
Rock and watched the post-sunset oranges 
and reds glow ever dimmer in the sky 
over the Lamoille Valley as we put fresh 
batteries in our flashlights . We were three 
miles from our night's destination, a new 
record for us! Arriving at Barrows Camp a 
couple of hours later (night hiking is slow 
business) we foWld that it's sole occupant 
had long since locked himself in and fallen 
asleep for the night. 

From then on, with the help of greatly 
reduced daily mileage, we reformed. We 
learned the benefits of solar lighting and sold 
our stock in the Duracell Company. Parker, 
Ritterbush, Tillotson, Hazen's Notch, Jay, 
Shooting Star and finally Journey's End. 

We reflected over our trip. It had been 
idyllic and we remembered it in superla
tives: the best views, the most beautiful 
streams, excellent weather, the nicest people. 
It would have been, in fact, a rather bland 
canvas of perfection had it not been for the 
six nights when the sun reached it's desti
nation before we reached ours. The darkness 
of the hours before we reached Melville 
Nauheim, Kid Gore, Montclair Glen, But
ler, Whiteface and Barrows add a contrast 
which gives depth and perception to the 
picture. The Long Trail was a remarkable 
experience which will always hold an 
honored spot in my mind's gallery. 

ALLEN QUIRK 
MARY MCELROY 

SECRETARY WANTED! 

Applications are now being accepted for 
the position of GMC staff secretary which 
will become available May 1, 1982. This is 
essentially a full-time position during the 
summer and fall (30-40 hours per week) 
and a part-time position during the winter 
(10-20 hours per week). 

Secretarial duties include greeting visitors 
to the club office, answering the phone, 
typing, filing, record keeping, and filling 
guide book orders. Although some know
ledge of the Long Trail and the Green 
MoW1.tain Club is desirable, it is not a pre
requisite. Salary will be $3.50-$4.00 per 
hour. 

Interested persons should contact the Club 
office for a complete job description and 
further information. Deadline for applica
tions is April 9, 1982. 
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